Gym Team Begins Limbering Up In Walker Gymnasium

Veterans Have Returned—Gay Barnett Back After Year Layoff

Already Walker Memorial is resounding with the boom of calluses and body waste. The throngs of students of the gymnasium begin work for the new season. For the past two weeks the regulars of the gym have been in, but now almost the entire faculty is on hand, brightening up.

Gay Barnett who was forced to remain out of school last year, in hopes to represent the team in the upcoming season, is back and paralyzing hope. With the graduation of Captain Crittenden, a prominent winner in these two recent last seasons, the return of the veteran Barnett is welcomed by Coach Neumark.

Captain Crittenden has returned to the Institute and seems to be in good condition. He intends to specialize this year on the high bar and ruderek horse. Dora Townsend, the only other fourth year man on the varsity is back and all set for a good season.

The other veterans who have been expected to be back for the new season are Palt, Lewis, Rivard, Goldman, Bissell, and Macksey. Manager Faurweather is arranging a mass meeting for the freshman condition to be held in the gymnasium in the near future.

FOUNDAIO SPONSORS RESEARCH IN FABRICS

(Courtesy of the Undergraduate Textile Society)

The Undergraduate Textile Society is enlarging its studies in the textile field in this country. This fall University and the University of London, respectively., S. E. Long- barger of Harvard University will work in co-operation with various textile research laboratories, and in consultation with President Schwar,.

New Device Developed Here

A notable addition to Textile's unusually complete facilities for textile study was made in the form of a new device for making stereoscopics of textile materials. Developed at the Institute by means of funds from the Textile Foundation, the apparatus makes possible the photomechanical study of fabric in three di-

200 FRESHMEN LEAVE FOR LAKE MASSAPOAG

(Continued from page 1207)

In the afternoon, a three days' and various sports under the direction of Henry P. McCarty, physical director. In the evening Dr. Louis W. Cooke, assistant medical director in the department of physiology, will give a short talk on the work of the In- terdepartmental Committee.

A touch match will take place on Sunday morning under the direction of Coach F. L. Holland, and in the afternoon various sports will be held under the direction of Dr. Robert W. Fay, assistant director of Christian Church. The course in charge of the team is the English Exam- ples. England. Later, Coach Holland will return to the campus, and the team will leave for Big Horn, Montana, by the Savage Indians, June 25, 1876.

CUSTER'S LAST STAND

"Nature in the Raw"—as portrayed by the great painter of the American Indians, N. C. Wyeth—was inspired by the massacre of Custer's famous detachment at Little Big Horn, Montana, by the Sioux Crows, June 25, 1876.

...and raw tobaccos have no place in cigarettes

They are not present in Luckies...the best brand cigarette you ever smoked

We buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette on earth. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It\'s toasted;. That\'s why folks in every city, town and hamlet say that Luckies are the very best and mildest cigarettes.

"It\'s toasted"

That package of mild Luckies

and raw tobaccos have no place in cigarettes
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B & S LAUNDRY

TECH. STUDENTS POPULAR LAUNDARY

One and three day service. Laundry left at Monroe dormitory. All 3 A. M. - delivered at 4 P. M. 250 cent in dormitory office. Mending, repairing and sewing on request free of charge. For special service in Fresonights covering all greater Boston.
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